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This game is quite enjoyable. Played it with friends in local multiplayed and had a good time. Although it's fun, the game is not
a finished product (i know, it's in alpha). The story mode was a bit buggy from time to time and the multiplayer maps are fun
only for a short while. At the moment of writing the last update from the devs was for almost 6 months from now. So hopefully
this game is still in development and we hear from the devs soon. Would i recommend? I like the gameplay and the potential,
but at the current state i would say no. I question if the devs are finishing the game any where soon or at all.. This game is quite
enjoyable. Played it with friends in local multiplayed and had a good time. Although it's fun, the game is not a finished product
(i know, it's in alpha). The story mode was a bit buggy from time to time and the multiplayer maps are fun only for a short
while. At the moment of writing the last update from the devs was for almost 6 months from now. So hopefully this game is still
in development and we hear from the devs soon. Would i recommend? I like the gameplay and the potential, but at the current
state i would say no. I question if the devs are finishing the game any where soon or at all.
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